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editorial
Dear Reader,

“Change Management” is a buzzword you can often hear at STAHL CraneSystems too. Change is a constant process for a traditional company in step with
the times and active on the global markets. It is usually an unnoticed undercurrent; however sometimes it is highly visible, such as the improvements we
have made in our Künzelsau factory or to our sales structure in recent years.
Market conditions keep changing faster, making medium- and long-term forecasts more and more difficult. This inevitably leads to increasingly more complex
demands on our company’s systems. If we want to do justice to the changing
conditions, every component in our company must function perfectly – like in a
gearbox where one cog meshes with another. You can see the fascinating
results of this kind of efficient teamwork on the following pages. We’ve
incorporated some “Change Management” into the makeover we’ve given our
Magazine too. In doing so we are following a trend you already know from our
products: making something tried and tested even better.

content

On this note, hoping you’ll enjoy reading these stimulating articles,
Yours,
Thomas Kraus
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What’s new in our product range:
The SHA frequency-controlled wire rope hoist
STAHL CraneSystems introduces the SHA for lightweight industrial cranes with a brand-new,
flexible motor concept, offering an adaptive speed control (ASR) in addition to frequencycontrolled hoist and travel characteristics. The newly developed motors enable lifting without
load or with low loads (up to 10 % of nominal load) at three times the speed of lifting with full load.
The lifting speed is adaptively adjusted to the actual load. This saves time and increases
productivity in working environments where maximum lifting capacity is only rarely required.
The SHA is an attractive alternative to the SH and SHF series thanks to its flexible range of
applications.

The SHA wire rope hoist follows a new concept and
with its excellent price-performance ratio is an ideal
introduction to the world of frequency-controlled wire rope
hoists. Thanks to the adaptive speed control, the SHA
reaches up to three times nominal hoisting speed with
loads up to 10 % of maximum load – this is in comparison
with the SH wire rope hoist. Adapting the hoisting speed
increases productivity and protects the system. Due to
its lower output, the SHA uses less energy, reducing stress
on the power supply and conserving valuable resources.
The SHA comes into its own in production environments
where lighter loads are lifted frequently, however a high
lifting capacity is required for a few rare applications.
The new SHA series is available in six S.W.L.
variants between 3,200 kg and 10,000 kg.
It is already integrated into STAHL CraneSystems’
sales systems and is available immediately.

What applications is the SHA suitable for?
It is worth comparing the SHA with the SH and SHF series
in order to appreciate its advantages. The SH wire rope
hoist is our powerful all-round model with pole-changing
motors. Available in five frame sizes and 26 S.W.L. variants
between 500 kg and 25,000 kg, it offers a wide selection
of models for standard and off-standard solutions. The SHF
range adds to this the advantages of frequency control:
smooth starting, variable speed, lower load on the crane
bridge and the ESR extended speed range. Thanks to this
technology, the SHF wire rope hoist is able to lift and lower
light loads up to 50 % faster and thus achieve hoisting
speeds above that given for maximum load.
The SHF is convenient for customers in whose production environments frequently half the lifting operations
are with heavy or maximum loads while the advantages of
the extended speed range can come into play for the other
lifting operations.

ASR function on the example of: SHA 5016-16 4/1
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Major order
in Western china

CQcrane and STAHL CraneSystems supply
86 cranes with 120 wire rope hoists

The economy is booming around the metropolises Chongqing and Chengdu in Western
China. 32 million people live in an area the size of Austria in the Chongqing
administration district around the confluence of the Jialing and the Yangtze. Apartments
and shopping centres are now rising, numerous companies are having to move from
their locations in the centre of Chongqing to the outskirts. This was also the case with
the largest Chinese manufacturer of CNC machine tools. At the end of 2012, STAHL
CraneSystems received an order from Chongqing Crane Works (CQcrane), a local crane
builder, to supply 120 hoists for a total of 86 cranes. This is the largest order for standard
hoists STAHL CraneSystems has received in China up to the present. The project is a
milestone for the Chongqing region too: this new industrial building is the first project of
this magnitude in which crane systems of western standard are being used. The
significance of the order was underlined by the presence during order negotiations of a
high political offical from the municipal administration.

China

Shanghai

Chongqing/
Chengdu

A number of Chinese and international crane builders had
tendered for this major order from the state mechanical
engineering company. The company is regarded as the
largest manufacturer of gear wheel production machines,
has a market share of 60 percent in China and exports to
nearly 50 countries. “What was crucial was ultimately not
just the price, but the considerable additional benefit
which we were able to offer the company with our mature
products and professional technical support,” as Jürgen
Klemke, Managing Director of the STAHL CraneSystems
subsidiary in Shanghai, explains. A STAHL CraneSystems
employee was constantly on site to ensure trouble-free
progress and close collaboration between all the partners.
Experts from sales, mechanical and electrical engineering
departments assisted CQcrane’s team on technical
questions and helped process the order at the quality level
customary in the West.

Reliable crane technology
from Germany
The mechanical engineering company
took advantage of the relocation of
its production plant to a new 1.7 km²
site to the west of Chongqing to
upgrade the crane technology. Where
previously obsolescent Chinese
crane systems caused production
downtimes more and more frequently,
the company is now relying on
top-quality German products. To meet
the customer’s explicit request, all the
hoists were manufactured in Germany
and then imported to China.
15 AS 7 wire rope hoists and 105 SH
wire rope hoists from STAHL CraneSystems are now in operation. On 35
crane bridges, a combination of wire
rope hoists with high lifting capacities
and auxiliary hoists with fast hoisting
speeds are used on double rail crabs.
The crane with the highest capacity has one 75 t and one 20 t wire rope
hoist.
Installation and commissioning was
carried out in three stages. “Thanks to
efficient preparation on site and the
project management in Shanghai and
Künzelsau everything went smoothly.
Once again we saw the advantages
of an international and intercultural
team of project managers working
closely together,” Jürgen Klemke said
after the project had been completed.

“CQcrane supplied all 86 crane
systems on schedule by the end of
2014 and commissioned them without errors. This was partly made
possible by the excellent work of our
colleague in Chongqing who assisted
CQcrane in all respects,” Jürgen
Klemke explains, and is pleased
to have received several follow-up
orders already.
STAHL CraneSystems distributes its
hoists and crane components through
a global network of certified crane
building partners. The Chinese market
is served by the subsidiary in
Shanghai – one of nine subsidiaries
around the world. The 22-strong team
in Shanghai collaborates at present
with several crane building partners in
the east of the country. Due to the
great distances involved and the associated transport costs the partners are
mainly active in the regions around
their bases.
With the kind assistance of
Jürgen Klemke and Ivy Chen,
STAHL CraneSystems Shanghai
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Custom-built crane constructs test dykes for wave research station in Delft

the research institute

4.5 m high waves roll along the nearly 300 m long
flume. Towering water masses, set in motion by the
largest wave machine in the world. A raging storm,
conjured up by humans, but without wind or rain.
The surf thunders onto the dyke built in the flume.
Will it hold? What forces act and where? Can
stability be improved further by a different sand or
stone composition? Deltares measures, analyses
and uses its findings to advise coastal states all over
the world on protecting themselves from natural
catastrophes and flooding. The Dutch research institute is at present constructing a new wave flume
in Delft, to enable dykes and breakwaters to be
tested in realistic conditions with the aid of artificial
waves. Not only the flume itself, but also the gantry
crane needed for the facility, is a spectacular purposebuilt design. STAHL CraneSystems’ Dutch crane
building partner, CraneBuilders, commissioned
the customised crane in autumn 2014. The research
facility is to be inaugurated in summer 2015. >>>
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Deltares uses a specially designed gantry crane, travelling
over the whole length of the basin, to construct the test
dykes. One of its functions is to position sand and stones
accurately in the flume using a grab. The crane operator
has a clear view of everything all the time from his mobile
cabin: the load area of the lorry next to the basin as well as
the bed of the flume around 20 m below. Constructing test
dykes demands fast, accurate work. STAHL CraneSystems
designed an off-standard grab wire rope hoist as SH 6 twin
drive concept especially for this purpose: this wire rope
hoist provides the required hoisting speed of up to 25 m/min
with two rope drums and two hoist motors. A reeving
system newly developed by STAHL CraneSystems, in which
the compensating sheave is situated not between, but in a

A reeving system newly developed by
STAHL CraneSystems, in which the
compensating sheave is situated not between,
but in a horizontal position alongside
the wire rope hoists, enabled the headroom to
be reduced by 30 % compared with a
standard wire rope hoist.
horizontal position alongside the wire rope hoists, enabled
the headroom to be reduced by 30 % compared with a
standard wire rope hoist. Being operated by two hoists also
permits controlled, steady movements of the grab shovel.
A second wire rope hoist, also on the inside of the portal
crane, is used to lift smaller construction vehicles onto
the bed of the flume. Both wire rope hoists can be coupled
for tandem operation and operated in synch by means
of remote control. This is necessary for positioning
the 20 tonne steel partition wall when the basin needs to be
shortened for certain trials.
Watch a film
of the crane being
erected here!

Unusual design
For this project, both hoists needed a
high classification (FEM 3m) although
“only” safe working loads of 12.5 t
were required. This specification for
the auxiliary hoist combined with a
monorail trolley and the lifting height
needed could not be met with a standard hoist. For this reason CraneBuilders chose an AS 7 wire rope hoist
and had STAHL CraneSystems design
a customised monorail trolley so
that the wire rope hoist now combines
compact dimensions with a high
classification.
Custom-built gantry crane
CraneBuilders’ skills were demonstrated in the dimensional calculations: the gantry had to pass through
the maintenance shop doors, however also had to be high enough for
the laboratory container, travelling
along two internal rails independent of
the crane during tests, to move
underneath it.

Well-designed
The crane has over 5 m long jibs for
hoists and crane cab on one side
of the gantry so as to be able to take
up bulk material and loads parallel
to the flume. A heavy counterweight
on the opposite side of the gantry
crane prevents it tipping when heavy
loads are lifted on the jib.
Safe passenger transportation
Deltares’ scientists position sensors in
the dyke to measure the effect of the
waves. They can travel down into the
flume on a Power Climber lifting
platform mounted on the crane and
easily reach the various position
heights required. Sensors on the
bottom of the cage automatically halt
the lowering procedure if it touches
the water. A safety circuit avoids
collisions with the laboratory container travelling beneath the crane
and prevents the hoists and lifting
platform being operated simultaneously. The power supply to the
crane gantry and the laboratory
container was designed as a festoon
cable system at a height of 4 m to
prevent measurement errors by the
sensitive sensors.

Frugal giant
All travel and hoist motors of the
gantry crane are frequency-controlled
and can be operated precisely. The
crane control designed by CraneBuilders feeds the energy generated
by frequency inverters and brakes
back into the grid and thus helps
minimise the total energy consumption
of the crane system.
In the service of science
Building dykes is a challenge:
gradient, material composition and
distance from the sea must be
precisely calculated, simulated and
tested. As a nation 26 percent of
whose surface area is below sea
level, the Dutch are real experts in the
field of dyke construction. Threatened
by climate warming and rising sea
levels, the country invests great sums
in coastal and dyke research. What
forces do waves exert on dykes and
how can the 400 km long Dutch coast
be protected in the long run? The
new test flume is expected to provide
new insights. CraneBuilders and
STAHL CraneSystems are proud of the
fact that their gantry crane will assist Deltares in its important research
work.

Delft

Netherlands

Rotterdam

With the kind assistance of
Réne Rohde and Marco Lindhout,
CraneBuilders Netherlands

Areas susceptible
to flooding

Belgium
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international Project Management

Thomas Wöhrle
Isabella Fink
Martin Klossek
Christian Märkle
Hermann Zink
Martin Freudenberger

from left to right:
Producing components for
the Russian Yamal LNG project
in the Künzelsau factory
LNG terminal, China
LNG terminal, Rotterdam

XSIP is a highly specialised department of STAHL
CraneSystems based around 150 kilometres
from Künzelsau, in the mediaeval town of Ettlingen.
We spoke to Hermann Zink, Head of Department.

Mr Zink, what does XSIP stand for?
The acronym stands for Export Sales/International Projects.
Our department deals with orders from customers abroad,
but we are also called in on complex projects in Germany.
Our customers include major consulting engineers, EPC
companies (Engineering, Procurement & Construction) and
systems builders.

What are your duties in detail?
Major projects usually require complicated planning, numerous meetings with project partners and in some cases
difficult negotiations before an order is placed. However
these sales activities are only a fraction of our activities.
Our work focuses on processing the order in close consultation with the customer and against the background of
ongoing production. We deal with all the stages from
enquiry to project planning up to ordering and finally delivery to the customer.

How big is your department?
There is a total of six highly motivated and highly qualified,
experienced engineers in our department. Everyone in
our team is able to handle complex projects right the way
through. An engineer will generally supervise the
project from beginning to end and get assistance from
individual members of the team as necessary, for example
in sales negotiations.

How did the department XSIP come
into being?
STAHL CraneSystems has always handled complex major
projects, and this always worked well in the past too.

However about 10 years ago, Terry Fletcher and I set up a
department specifically for this type of project, so as to be
able to handle complex enquiries more professionally
and with a more structured approach. The team has grown
over the years and we have made a name for ourselves
with international customers.

Do you only handle major orders?
No, not exclusively. I personally prefer dealing with orders
with a volume of 300,000 – 500,000 Euro. They are more
manageable as regards complexity and we are well placed
in relation to our competitors. With orders of this size,
the hierarchies are usually well organised which makes
professional work easier.

How come your team is based in
Ettlingen and not in the Künzelsau
headquarters?
Our everyday business is our customers and they are
scattered all around the world, so it hardly matters where
we work. We are based in Ettlingen for historical reasons.
Our orders often revolve around cranes, and as STAHL
CraneSystems’ crane factory used to be here in Ettlingen,
some of our best crane specialists had settled here. If we’d
moved to Künzelsau, we might have lost this expertise.
That’s why we have our own offices here in Ettlingen. But
of course we’re in touch with the design and production
departments in Künzelsau all the time.
MAGAZINE 16
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YAMALProducing
LNG
outside temperatures of –50 °C

Producing LNG at outside temperatures of –50 °C? At present
one of the most ambitious
LNG plants ever built is rising
on the Yamal peninsula in
Russia. In a region where the
thermometer never rises above
0 °C in some years, which is
not accessible by land and is
usually snow-covered, the
JSC Yamal LNG Consortium, in
cooperation with the French
EPC contractor Technip, is
building three LNG trains in
partially open, unheated
buildings. The extreme temperatures were also a
challenge for the explosionprotected crane technology.
1

3

Yamal Peninsula
Russia

1 Production in Künzelsau
2 Off-standard equipment:
rope drum brake
3 The hoists and control
components are installed in the
heated enclosure
4 The maintenance openings are
easily accessible from outside

4

LNG at

2

STAHL CraneSystems had to ensure,
in addition to the durability of the
material, that the explosion protection
complied with ATEX directives. As
the crane technology components are
only ATEX-certified down to –20 °C
and recertifying at the renowned
German Physico-Technical Test
Institute PTB would have taken
several years, STAHL CraneSystems
opted for their cold-climate crane
concept that had already proven itself
in other plants in Russia. The idea
behind it: all hoist and trolley components are enclosed in housings and
equipped with heaters. The temperature inside the housing can be maintained at above –20 °C by means of a
separate safety circuit so that the
crane is always ready for operation
and the explosion protection is constantly maintained. To ensure this, the
crane control evaluates several

temperature sensors before the
crane can be put into operation. Crane
bridges, crab beams, endcarriages
and crabs are manufactured from
a special low-temperature steel P355
NL1. The notch impact strength of
the steel is 27 Joule at –50 °C; this
was confirmed in separate tests.
Normal steel with a notch impact
strength of 27 Joule at 20 °C would
become brittle in these extreme
conditions.
Yamgaz needs two of these cranes
with an S.W.L. of 100 t in each of the
three trains for the maintenance of the
heavy gas compressors. This lifting
capacity was provided by the AS 7 ZW
ex, comprising two coupled AS 7 wire
rope hoists – robust, long-lived wire
rope hoists from STAHL CraneSystems, field-proven for decades. For
lighter loads and fast hoisting speeds,
each of the cranes is equipped

with an auxiliary hoist from the SH ex
series of wire rope hoists, this is also
mounted on the large crab inside the
heated housing. The off-standard
hoists for the first two cranes were
completed in May 2015 and transported to a German crane builder
where the cranes will be assembled
and tested. The cranes will be shipped
in Hamburg and travel to Yamal by
sea. The LNG plant is to be commissioned in 2 017.
With the kind assistance of
Hermann Zink and Christian Märkle,
STAHL CraneSystems
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16–18 June 2014 in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

German-Mongolian

Corporate Days

Last summer, STAHL CraneSystems had the opportunity of presenting the
company with a trade fair stand at the German-Mongolian Corporate Days in
Ulaanbaatar in Mongolia. The event was organised by the GermanMongolian Business Association and the German Society for International
Cooperation. Baden-Württemberg’s Finance Minister, Dr Nils Schmid,
visited the event with a delegation of German companies to foster economic
ties with Mongolia.

STAHL CraneSystems in New Zealand
The first SH wire rope hoist was sold
to New Zealand at the end of 2014.
The photo shows Monocrane’s 10 t
crane on its way to being erected.

Dubai Marathon
A team from our Dubai subsidiary
again took part in the 10 km run of the
“Standard Chartered Dubai Marathon
2015”, which took place on 23.01.2015.
Twenty-four colleagues and partners
of STAHL CraneSystems were at
the starting line, and this year nearly
the whole team joined in. Chris Wilson
was the first of the STAHL CraneSystems team to cross the finishing
line with the incredible time of
45:16 minutes.
23.01. 2015 in Dubai, UAE

Customer

Sales

Meeting

USA

This year’s Customer Sales
Meeting in Charleston featured a
laid-back beach atmosphere.
Interested US crane building partners were able to catch up on
the latest product developments at
our subsidiary’s customer event.
The entertainment programme for
partners’ wives was also greatly
appreciated as usual.

26–29 April 2015 in Charleston, USA

Aus aller Welt

Turkey wants
German
crane
technology too
As a Partner of STAHL CraneSystems, Parlak Sistem has
been supplying Turkey’s industry with crane systems for the
past 10 years and has been able to build up an efficient
network of Turkish crane builders. Recently Parlak installed
a crane system for a major Turkish paper manufacturer –
built in Turkey, equipped with hoists and crane components
from STAHL CraneSystems.
With a humidity of up to 90 percent and ambient
temperatures of up to +50 °C, it was not possible to build
the system using standard crane technology. STAHL CraneSystems therefore designed the crane system as a customised solution with air-conditioned switchgear cabinets.
There were rigorous demands on the duty cycle too: the
production cranes operate 16 hours a day, 7 days a week.
This requirement was met by using two high classification
SH wire rope hoists of 20 t S.W.L. each.
Parlak Sistem became acquainted with the paper manufacturer, which has six plants in Turkey and employs over
1,200 staff, at the WIN fair in Istanbul, where Parlak Sistem
had its own stand.

22–25 April 2015 in China, Shanghai

Chain Hoist Partner Meeting China
Our Chinese subsidiary’s annual
meeting for their chain hoist
partners was held in April this year.
Ten successful chain hoist
partners were invited to Guilin.
Jürgen Klemke, Managing
Director of STAHL CraneSystems
(Shanghai), praised the successful cooperation which has yielded
great advances in chain hoist
sales in China in the past year.
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Blue lights flashing on delivery
Mitau Steel’s

FACTS
Crane builder: Mitau Steel, Partner of
STAHL CraneSystems, Latvia
End customer: Bucher Municipal Ltd.
Crane system: 2 single girder overhead
travelling cranes
Max. S.W.L.: 3,200 kg
Span: 28.36 m
Hoists: SH 3008-20 4/1 L2
Classification: FEM 5M
Lifting height: 5.06 m (max. 6 m)
Radio remote control: HBC Radiomatic
Power supply: Vilma S.A.S

Mitau Steel submitted a
quotation for two new cranes
in November 2014. Now
they had to contain their impatience: the order finally
arrived two months before
Bucher Municipal’s new shop
was completed. Time was
now at a premium: Only 10
days remained between the
CraneKits being delivered
to Mitau Steel’s crane factory
in Jelgava in Latvia and
erection on the customer’s
premises. Everything went off
perfectly: “The cranes
left our factory at 4 pm, by
midnight it was all installed
and ready for operation,”
Mitau Steel’s Janis Avotnieks
reports.

Ventspils
Riga
Jelgava

Letvia

Video of the
delivery of the
28.5 m cranes

longest
It was an exciting project for STAHL
CraneSystems’ Latvian partner, as
Janis Avotnieks explains: “They may
be standard cranes, but with 28.5 m
span they’re the longest crane
bridges we’ve ever made.” The crane
systems with SH wire rope hoists
and an S.W.L. of 3,200 kg each were
erected in the new manufacturing
building of Bucher Municipal Ltd, a
branch of the Bucher Group of
Switzerland. The Latvian factory
produces road sweeper parts. “The
Bucher company has very high quality
standards and we had to demonstrate
that we were the best company
for this job,” says Janis Avotnieks and
explains how it worked: “We invited
the customer to our factory to show
them the high standards we work to.
We were able to show them up-todate cranes with top-grade technical
features in our production line. We
had a number of interesting CraneKits
from STAHL CraneSystems here at the
time and we were able to demonstrate
on ongoing projects how we weld the
beams. There was stiff competition
as regards pricing, but they opted for
STAHL CraneSystems because of
their excellent quality, which met the
customer’s high quality standards and
was in line with the excellent facilities
in the new factory,” says Avotnieks.

crane

Transporting the abnormal load to
Ventspils, 200 km away, was a considerable challenge, but the journey
was completed without a hitch thanks
to careful planning and accompanied
by a police escort. Erection with the
aid of a mobile crane was completed
speedily and to the customer’s full
satisfaction. “Bucher complimented
us on the superior workmanship of the
bridge cranes and our punctual and
professional delivery and erection.
The cranes were commissioned on
1 June and we’re sure that they will
prove themselves in day-to-day work
too,” says Mitau Steel’s sales
representative. Mitau Steel is already
at work on their next exciting project:
two 10 t cranes from the Soviet era
are to be upgraded to premium class
cranes – naturally using STAHL CraneSystems components.
With the kind assistance of
Janis Avotnieks, Mitau Steel
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Innokran builds 100 t crane with purpose-built control

large,
Extremely

incredibly

heavy
Spedition Kübler in Michelsfeld stores and transports
anything that needs a lot of space and specialised logistics solutions. The headquarters near Schwäbisch Hall, comprising
several buildings, is a conveniently located transhipment site
providing ample room for storage, erection, finishing and
packaging. One of the buildings has been extended recently, and
a new crane to lift loads up to 100 tonnes has been installed.
As the existing crane runway was only designed for loads up to
25 t and is only being reinforced for the 100 t crane in one
section of the building, a purpose-built crane control complying
with strict safety regulations was required. The crane and
the appropriate control were designed by Innokran, the hoist and
crane components were supplied by STAHL CraneSystems.

Analysis of the crane runway and the optimised statics showed a permissible
load of a maximum of 63 t in the existing building after reinforcement, however
only in certain areas. Thus the width of the building was divided into three
sectors. The maximum load of 63 t is permissible in the centre of the building,
40 t in the next sector and 32 t farther out. Amongst other features, this is made
possible by using coupled crane endcarriages which distribute the load onto
four wheels per crane runway. In future the logistics company will be able to lift
the maximum load of 100 tonnes on the crane runway in the extension which
has been designed accordingly.
How does the crane know what load it is allowed to lift?
32 t, 63 t, 100 t – the maximum permissible safe working
load varies depending on in which sector of the building
the load is lifted. When the crane runway has been
reinforced, the building will be divided into a total of seven
load sectors. The crane control must meet the high
standard of Performance Level D to be able to operate
such a crane safely. Thus several redundant systems are
used: the auxiliary control developed by Innokran and
linked to the STAHL CraneSystems control is based on a
failsafe SPC. The load is evaluated both by the STAHL
CraneSystems SMC 22 Multicontroller and by the SPC.

Two distance lasers with millimetre accuracy establish
the position of the crab, a failsafe inductive sensor
determines the sector of the crane runway. The load is
cross-checked by a load display on the crane control,
showing the load permissible at that point, and a load
display on the hoist showing the actual load. The lifting
equipment used by Innokran is an AS 7 twin hoist from
STAHL CraneSystems. The field-proven hoist combination
of two AS 7 wire rope hoists is ideal for use in the
logistics building thanks to its high safe working load and
compact dimensions.
The crane had its first major assignment in March,
loading two large transformers.
With the kind assistance of Christoph Fischer, Innokran
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